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1

The Buddha and Metaphysics’*

The Buddha’s scxalled silence on certain fundamental metaphysi-

cal problems has given rise to a variety of interpretations. Conse-

quently, we find Buddhist philosophy condemned, mostly by its

Western critics, as negativism, scepticism, agnosticism, nihilism,

materialism, pluralism, etc. Sympathetic students of the subject,

generally Hindu writers, incline to the view that Buddhism is some
kind ofidealism; according to the more orthodox among them it is

a mere footnote to Vedanta idealism. But even to these friends of

Buddhism, the Buddha, ifhe be an idealist, is a mistaken, or at best,

a half-hearted one.

Professor Radhakrishnan, somewhat baffled by the ‘silence’ of

the Buddha, concludes: ‘The only metaphysics that can justify

Buddha’s ethical discipline is the metaphysics underlying the

Upani^ds’.* He is one who fights hard against the ‘nihilist’ and
‘agnostic’ interpretations of hostile critics, but even he is heard to

complain mournfully that ‘the central defect ofBuddha’s teaching

is that in his ethical eai i lestness he took up and magnified one-half

of the truth and made it look as if it were the whole’.* No wonder,

then, that Radhakrishnan himself is compelled to admit that Bud-

dhism is ‘metaphysical agnosticism’.’ It si*ems, theiefore, a mere
matter ofcourtesywhen he accords to it the title ‘Ethical Idealism’.

In the face ofthese and other criticism Buddhists have contented
themselveswith thefacile admission that the Masterwas ‘indifTerent’

to ail metaphysical problems. But to a serious student of Buddhist

thoughtwho approaches the subjectfrom an historical standpoint,

and who does not stand with any preconceived metaphysical theo-

ries, itbecomes increasinglyclear that all thesejudgmentsare biased

and therefore necessarily ill-founded. Nor was the Buddha, he

* Ceylon K^skify News, Vesak Number, 1941.
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discovers, so obstinately silent on all fundamental questions as is

generally believed.

Now, metaphysical theories are notoriously vague and also arbi-

trary however much they may be garbed in learned language and
made to look profound by hair-splitting dialectics. Metaphysics,

according to one modern philosopher, arc only variations on the

theme of' cosmic lying. The gibe, it must be admitted, is not

altogether without pointifwcincan thereby the ontological abstrac-

tions of most idealists. Such philosophers generally strive to find

some ;j priori principle whence everything in life and nature can be

derived, and thus they seem, asViscount Samuel once remarked, to

construct th<' roof first and then hang the house from it!

The significance of the metaphor lies in this, that all ontological

speculations are meaningless and lead us nowhere. This does not,

however, mean that all questions discussed in metaphysics arc

absurd and mere moonshine. Even if we do not resort to Kant’s

famous distinction of ‘transcendent* and ‘immanent’ metaphysics,

the fact remains that Buddhism accepts at least a few doctrines from

the earlit'r philosophy of India such its the karma doctrine with its

correlate, tlie idea sarnsara or repeated birth and deatl^ which

must in the final analysis belong to the sphere of metaphysics.

To begin with, then, let us be clear as to what we mean by

meuiphysics, at least for the pi^pose ofthis discussion. Metaphysics,

we are told, is the inquir)' which attempts to discover the ultimate

reality underlying the universe. The common-st!nsc world, the meta-

physician holds, is an appearance only, an appearance of a reality

underlying it, which is the ultimate substance supposed to be there

once the qualities or features are stripped off. This notion common
to all idealistic philosophies, whether they be Indian or European,

is the root of all metaphysics. Hence we may define it as the inquiry

into ultimate reality, or, as the ancient seers of India called il, ‘the

real of reals* (satyasya satyam) . This inquiry has three fundamental

aspects according as it cuiiccrns itself with the problem of' the

Absolute (Ciod), of soul, or of the cosmos (i.e. external reality).

These appear to be the main questions that have engaged the

attention ofmetaphysicians ofall ages and of all countries. It will be

our endeavour here to discuss what attitude the Buddha had in

regard to these fundamental conceptions ofthe metaphysicians. In

short, what exactly did the Buddha think of the Absolute, God,

individual soul and cosmic existence?
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In allempting, however, to get at the exact opinions held by the

Buddha on such matters we are confronted with a difficulty of

considerable magnitude. Itseems tobe the practice ofmost students

of the subject to base their conclusions solely on the study of the

canonical literature of Buddhism, the earliest parts of which must

have been written at least a century after the demise of the Master,

without any reference to the previous development of thought in

Indiawhere this whole literature grew. They completely ignore the

philosophical, religious and social background of Buddhism, pro-

vided in particular by the Upani^dsand generally by the whole of

the later Vcdic literature. This method ofapproach, to say the least,

contravenes all canons ofwhat is known as the historical method. No
system of ideas can be correctly understood by a mere internal

analysis without reference to the previous evolution of each factor

analysed, for ideas like all phenomena of life are organic and

develop gradually. This ‘genetic* method compels one to com-

mence the study of'Buddhism with an evaluation of the philosophy

of the Upanisads, since, as we have already observed, they form the

bat kground ol‘ Buddhist thought.

In (act, 1 may hazard the conjecture that (uturc researchers will

establish l)eyonda shadow ofdoubt that the Pali Canon, which 1 hold

to be the oldest and the most reliable source of information as

regards ‘primitive Buddhism*, contains in the main the Buddha’s

answers to the metaphysical problems posed in the Upanisads. The
India of the sixth and seventh centuries Just before the birth of

Gotama presents a remarkable spirit of deep philosophical reflec-

tion and earnest quest '»^ier iruth. Speculation was rife concerning

the problems of existence, fhis struggle f)f man to probe into the

mysteries of life, to understand its meaningand purpose, is recorded

in the Upanisadsv^hich have been preser\'ed to us by the ingenuity

of the Hindus.

Now, what arc these' Upanisads, and what metaphysical conclu-

sions do they con tain The Upanisads form the concluding portion

i.)f the Vedic literature; hence alsc> called the Vedanta or ‘the end of

the Veda'. They date from about the tenth century R.e. and are

generally counted to be 108, bi»t of which about a dozen arc

con.sidercd pre-Buddhistic and ofinestimable value for the history

of later Indian thought, inasmuch as they are the repositories of a

heterogeneous mass of mystical, philosophical and psychological

matter whi*”!' forms tlic source ofalmost all the later philosophical
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systems (darsanas) even including Carvaka materialism.

The transition ofthe early Indian mind from the naive realism of

the Rgveda and the cold ritualism of the Brahmanas to the earnest

philosophizings of the Upani^dsiorms an important landmark in

the history ofIndian thought. Bold speculations about the origin of

the world from one God arc not altogether wanting even in the

Sainhila period, and the /2[gand AtbarvavcdascorWaxn many hymns
where for the first time the riddle of the universe is attacked with

considerablephilosophicinsightandability. In these hymnswe find

the Vedic seers attempting to grasp some principle that could be

regarded as the unity behind all the diverse powers of nature, the

One Being (ckam sat) who was above all other gods, identified

subsequently with Ptajapaii, Visvakarman, Brahmanspati, Skandha,

Kala, etc.

He is also conceived ant hropomorphically as a Cosmic Person or

Purusa. The former tendency is seen todevelop further resultingin

the conception of Brahman in the LJpanisadsvshWc the lat ter idea <>f

an Universal Puru.^ leads to the Upani^idic notion ofa World-Soul

or Atman, 'fhe Vpanisads carry out these two tendencies to the

furthest limits possible. It should be noted however, that it is by a

process of extrospectivo observation that these conceptitfns are

reached. By another circui Ious route, a sort ofintrospective analysis,

the sages arrive at the conception ofan individual soul (titman ) , an

e.ssen ( ial Ix^ing t hat persi.sis thtyugh all ricissiludes and experiences

of the empirical self, underlying all stales of consciousness such as

the waking, t he dreamingand thatof deep dreamless sleep. This real

soul ofman is said to he eternal being (.vaf), pure intelligence (r/7)

and spontaneous bliss (ananda).

The central concept of the Upani.sads is, of course, that of

Brahman—a neuter word meaning ‘the growing’ or ‘the swelling

one’—and hence the philosophy of the lfpanisads\\<\s been called

BrahmaA^m. It is the ultimate reality behind all appearances or the

world-ground, and Purusa orAtman conceived as t he World-Soul is

no other than this selfsame cosmic essence or Brahman. But the

highest stage in the cvtilulion ofUpanisadic metaphysics is reached

onlywhen the individual soul or is affirmed to be the ultimate

reality or the Universal Soul, i.e., Atman or Brahman iLsell, a

conclusion summed up in the famousequation “Thou artThat ” {tat

tvam <Lsi). This identity is further affirmed by the statements ‘I am
Brahma’ {aham Brahma asmi) and ‘I am this whole world* {aham
idam sarvam asmi).
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Thus it is a striking fact that so far back as the period of the

Upani^dsxhe Indian mind had concluded that realitywasspiritual,

that Brahman or Atman was also ciL This ultimate reality of the

Absolute is affirmed to be thegroundand source ofour psychical life

and ofthe multiform external world {sarvam idam brahma). In the

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad^ itissaid: “Asaspidcrmightcome outwith

his thread, as sparks come forth from fire, even so from this soul

(atman) issue forth all vital energies, all worlds, all gods and all

beings; the mystic meaning ( upani^t) thereofis ‘the real ofthe real’

{satyasya satyam),"' Hence there is no doubt that the Absolute is

conceived as the ontological principle, the source of all beings and
(he diverse phenomena of nature. The Absolute is both immanent
and transcendent. Fins metaphysical conclusion of the Upanisads

has been hailed as the grandest form of paniheism or absolutist

monism ever reached anywhere in the world. It is this philosophy

dial c ompelled Sc hopenhauer to bestow the highest praise on those

thinkers and say ‘they (the Upanisads) have been the solace ofmy
life, and will be the solace of'my death*.

Now, Golama the fiuddha, was born and bred in an atmosphere

entirelysurcharged widi (he spirit ofthis mystical pantheism. Assuch

during the course of his long career as (he exponent of somewhat
r evolulionai7 philosophy he had freejuent occasion (omccl various

philosophers of the Upani.sadic and other (i.e. heretical) schwls.

'liie whole cf the Afthakavagga ni' ihe 5nna////?a/a seems to refer to

these melaphvsician s, thei r doctrines (c//ia/n/naA) and views (c/////i/5).

and, abundanl evidence ofsuch contact is forthcoming from other

early parts of the C^ane i as well, those like the Digha, Majjhirna,

Sarnyutta and Ahgutiara Nikayas.

Thus it is natural (o expect du--. the Master would have expressed

siane opinion or olher on (he fui-dament;\! metaphysical problems

(»l the day. Kverybody was asking: ‘Who is Atman, what is Brahma?
(ko nu atwa kim brahma)'

.

1( is, ofcourse, claimed by some that the

Buddha w-isely remained silent on these ultimate questions. Biu,

unfortunaiely for them, the evidence ofthe(*anon does not support

this view. It may be true that he Buddha disliked all a priori

metaphysical constrictions’^ regarding an ontological Absolute or

World-Soul. But he did not always remain silent on these problems

as is generally believed, us see how he dealt with the question of

the World-Soul (Atman) and its (hcistic counterpart God (Lsvara),

It is admi ;od by all that the Buddha denies the existence of a
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personal God or Creator. In this sense he was undoubtedly an

atheist. He vigorously attacked all the ‘creation theories’ of the

earlier religion. The world is neither the work of God (issara-

kultam) norofBrahma (Brahma-kuttam) . ProfessorRadhakrishnan

says, however, that, though the Buddha denied the existence of a

‘capricious’ and ‘interfering’ God, there is nothing to tell us that

Buddha denied the reality of an eternal self-sustaining spirit, the

active mind of the universe’®.

According to him in Buddhism this intelligent principle is karma.

In the same con text, Radhakrishnan aflirms that ‘Buddha will not say

that the principle of karma is an entirely mindless energy’. For

Mrs Rhys Davids, the ‘first Sakyans’ had their own notion of Deity

as Dharma (Pali: dhamma), ‘the great self who is to be revered’.’

What is meant by these: aulhorities as that the Buddha’s conception

oflawand regularity in the Universe isimpliedin karmaand dharma
must point to some ‘deep design’ ofa ‘cosmic idea’ ofan Universal

Spirit.

[claim that this interpretation is based on a prejudiced view ofthe

whole matter. The conception ot karma must not be confused with

the idea of the presence of regularity in life and nature. The one is

purely personal and volitional (cctana) and the other is untv'crsal

and neutral. Again, ifthe BuddhaalTirmcd d/iarma as cosmic law, he

also believed there was an equally great proportion of adharma or

chaos as well in the world. In ^ort, to talk of ‘deep design’ is to

ignore the Buddha’s greatest contribution to Indian thought. On
the fundamental question of the existence ofany reality behind all

the diverse phentimena of nature or the pre.scnce ofade.signing and
planning mind in tlie cosmos, the Master expressed himself quite

clearly when he an.swered the inquisitive Mogharajamanav<i with a

categorical negative: ‘IxK>k upon the world {/oka) as void {sunya),

O Mogharaja, being always thoughtful; having destroyed the pre-

conception of an Atman one may overcome death. . We cannot

fail to see here that the Buddha believed the Atman or World-Soul

(or world-ground) to be a mere fiction of the imagination, even

though the Atman v/hosc reality is refuted here is not the individual

soul {atman).

On this latter question, that is to say, the existence ofan individual

seif or Atman in man, the Buddha’s attitude was clear. The earlier

thinkers had taken two fundamental positions on this issue. The
idealistic metaphysicians of the Upanisads had regai ded it, as we
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have already seen, as an absolute unchanging existent (sat), an
eternal intelligence (ci'O, whose innate nature was bliss (ananda).

The Buddha referred to this doctrine as sassatavada or the

‘eternalist theory*. In opposition to this idealistic school and as a

reaction to it had arisen even in the Vedic period a powerful body
of materalist philosophers (Carvakas, Lokayatas, Pa^ndas, etc.)

who, very much like the materialists of our own day, called their

system a ‘science’ (s^^tra, asopposed to philosophy or darsana) and
opposed the doctrine ofan eternal soul from a ‘scientific* angle. The
Pali books mention them as ‘heretics* (tiuhiyas). These thinkers

rushed to the opposite cxU"eme ofalfirmingonly the material factors

in man to be real in any sense whatsoever; even mind is an emergent
from their concatenation , consciousness beinga mere by-product of

matter. There is no such thing as a soul (atman) in man who is

completely cut olf, annihilated, on the disintegration of llie body at

death {kayassa hheda pararn-marana ucchijjanii).

It is characteristic of the dogmatism of the period that every

thinker wiis compelled to accept the one or the other of these two

extreme positions, vi/., eternalism or annihilationism. The Buddha
persistently evaded these two extremes (ubhayantc).

The Sainyutia Nikaya tells us that when i1k‘ wandering ascetic

Vacchagottacaine to the Buddhaandasked him: ‘Hownow, Cioiama,

is there a soul {atlhiatia)?" the Master remained silent, and, when he

was asked whether that meant he denied a soul, once mor<' he was

silent. I'o idealist interpreters like Radhakrishnan the Buddha’s

.silence in this instance means that ‘Buddha declines to deny the

reality of a permanent . If, ‘ and, therefore, the neutral attitude of

the Buddha must show that he tacitly admit U d the metaphysical

position of Upanisadic panthei.sm and idealism.

On the other hand, to most V'estern critics this silence means a

categorical denial leading to nihili.sm or even materialism.'® Both

these interpretations are, of course, the result of an enthusiasm of

the critics for their own metaphysical f>utlook, and, in my opinion,

unwarranted.When Vacchagotta had departed unsatisfied, Buddha
himself explained his silence Ananda saying that a negative

answerwould have pul himself (i.e. the Buddha) on the side ofthose

who professed ‘annihilation* {ucchedavada) and a positive reply

would have committed him to the idealist, eternalist position

(sassatavada).

Furthenmtre, if the Buddha did accept the metaphysical stand-
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point of the Upani^ds, as is claimed, and actually believed in the

existence ofan eternal, unchanging spontaneously blissful soul, he,

the honest, outspoken thinker that he was, would have afErmediu

but not remained silent. On the contrary, as he himself further

explains to Ananda, he was convinced that all phenomena, psychic

as well as physical, were devoid of a soul in the Upani^dic sense

(sabbe dhamma anatta).

Now, it must be plain to the thoughtful reader that whatever the

much disputed doctrine of anatta may mean it cannot point to a

purely materialistic conception ofthe individual (puggala) jusl as it

does not imply clernalism. In the Samyutta Nikaya'^ it is clearly

asserted by the Master that there is a puggaJa who is the bearer

(bharaharo) of the burden of the five aggregates (paheupada-

nakkhandha), \d7., the individual who has such and such a name,

clan, etc. {yo ayam ayasma evamnamo evamgotto evani vuccati

bhikkhavc bharaharo)

.

It is thcreforedefinitelywrong to say assome
Buddhists have done ‘that the individual represented a complex of
physical and mental elements without soul or personality. . . an

unguarded statement that reducesBuddhism to the level ofnihilism

or annihilationisin from which the Master tried to save it by his

silence to Vacchagt)lla, •

Then how can we understand the negative description ofperson-

alily as ananas The answer to this question is found in the Buddha’s

pregnant conception of hhava 0r ‘becoming’, a continuous flux. It

is not change, for to change there must be a substance, which

Buddha denied. It is the individual himselfwho is the ‘becoming’,

there is no immanent ‘becom-er’. There is hhava but no salta or

eternal being behind the process. Personality or puggala is hhava

individualized by the limiting force of karma (upadhi-sahkhara)

.

It

is significant that theJainas, most probably before Buddhism came
into being, had used pudgala for karmic matter or materialized

karma.

Now, it is said in the Ahguttara Nikaya^^ that this ‘becoming* is

characterized by three .signs {tilakkhana): that is to say, it is imper-

manent, sorrowful and ofan ‘evolving’ nature (sabbe hhava ankca,

dukkha, vipahnamadhamma)
, and thisis the verysame formula that

is found in other places as anicai dukkha anaita. It is therefore quite

legitimate to conclude that the negative an;if/;i”issynonymt»us with

the po.sitive viparinamadhamma or 'evolving*.

That is to say, both in the individual of s,'i/77.sa/7r experience and
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in the material world the Buddha saw only an 'evolution*. At any

given moment in this process of ‘evolution’ or ‘becoming’ the

individual is called bhuta or 'the become'. Thus it is said in the Sutta

Nipata:^^ ‘Becoming is dependent on grasping and “the become”
(scL the individual) falls into ill* {upad^apaccaya bhavo, bhuto

dukkham nigacchati }

.

Hence it will be clear that while not denying the reality of an

‘evolving* sa/nsanrindividual the Master positively refused toac cepl

an eternal, unchanging, ontological entity partaking of the nature

ofetcrnal Being as is understood by the Upanisadic conception of

the soul or atman.

Ixt us finally turn to the question of the Absolute. The Brahman
ofthc Upanisadswds an ontological entity or principle; that is to say,

it is the source or first cause from wliich all beings and ever^lhingin

the cosmos are derived, and, to which everything returns in the end.

Radhakrishnan Delieves that Buddha’s conception of ny'n^i/iaisalso

similar ifnot the same. ‘The illusion ofbecoming is founded on the

reality of Nirx'ana.'^'* But the Master never speaks of nirvana as the

first cause or the world-ground; it is for him noontological principle.

In the only place in the ( ianon where he dclincs the Absolute he

pictures it as ‘that which is unborn, iinbccome, unmade,
uncompounded, the presence ofwhich makes possible the escape

from what is born, become, made and compounded’.''’ In this sense

he applied even the word Brahma to it, as when he calls himself

brahrnabhuta.^*'

1 1 is, however, not to be conceived by a priorimet hods. It is a state

tobe realized by the iiKuvidual by hisown efforts {bhavana, samadhi,

jhanay etc.). When the es< ape (nisstuana) Irom d(*siie and ci axing

(chandaraga) is achieved, that s /ji/iana.*'
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